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Who's Who in Self-Access
Phitip Riley

f) unning a self-access system in an institutional setting tends to be a complex

lf matter. This is t¡ue even when the system itseti in tefms of the quantities of

materials and equipment a¡d of the numbers of leamers involved, is a small one'

occupying little physical or social space. There are two main leasons for lhis:

l. Self-access systems usually overlap \ ith other people's tenitories -

other departments and subject areas, other members of staff, other

timetablos, other academic, financial and administrative priorities'

When they aro set uP, self-access systems bring with them a welter of

new ideas and attitudes, materials and requirements which present a

challenge to the institutional status quo, since they call into questron

fundamental issues snch as the objectives of the learning programme'

the relationship between teaching arid learning, methodology or even

the very nature of language itself.

Indeed, for some people, the catalytic nature of self-access systems is one of the

major justifrcations for introducing them: by obliging leamen and teachers alike

to rethink ancl redistribute their responsiblities, to reconsider just what it is they are

trying to do and why ancl how. The presence of the self-access system has a

beneficial, refreshing effect on language leaming/teaching within the system as a

whole. To take just one example: by making it possible for leamers to work on their

listening comprehension independently, the self-access system encourages leam-

ers and teachers to think about the differences be¡veen sPoken and written language

and between expression and comprehension, about what should best be done in the

classroom and outside it, about selection of materials, aims and so on This leads

to a heightened awareness of what is involved in the language-leaming process'

True, all this may happen; but, there again, it may not' For every flourishing self-

access system - by which I mean, basically, one that is USED - there is almost

certainly àn empty, neglected one somewhele (and, as likely as not, the door is

locked.) After the first fine flush of enthusiasm, thele is a slackening of interest all

round. The system, be it "rnécliathèque" or "sound library" or "lesoufce cenhe" is
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found to be "iÍelevantto the students' real needs", or "itjùst doesn't work" or "t¡gy
won't work". It becomes progressively less "open" in every sense and the

institution, far from re-examining and revising its practise, setdes back with a sigh

or relief (and the occasional muttered "I told you so. ") into the comfort and security

of the old routine.
In this aficle, I would like - well,I'd like to give definite a¡swers as to \ hy this

should be so, as to why some self-access systems are successful and others not. Self-

access systems succeed or fail for a variety of reasons, some of which lie well
beyond the field of la¡guage didactics, however generously defined.

More positively, though, a description based on a gdd analysis ofroles can help
us:

2.

To identify aspects of a situation about which we can do something
practical. It helps us identify the weak spots.

To clarify and o¡ganise our o\À,n thoughts aboùt self-access and rglated

concepts such as sclf-direction. This can be personally satisfying of
course, but it can also be crucial to the successful functioning of the
system. As things stand, people involved with self-access spend much

of thei¡ time justifying and explaining the system to colleagues and

learners. Anything which helps us do this in a consistent and coherent

way is more than arhetorical or theoretical exercise, since it has direct
repercussions on the way the system is perceived and used. This is why,
in the last section I have drawn ùp a bdef glossa¡y of "Langùage

Leamins Schemes".

Before proceeding to an analysis ald discussion of the various roles involved in
self-access schemes, I would like to make three general points.

L Roles are not physical people or individuals.
They are bundles of rights, duties and competences which confer the capacity to

form sets of socially related acts. This is not sociological hair-splitting, but an

attempt to help us concentrate on leâmers as leamers, teachers as teachers, and so

on. In real life, people play a multiplicity of roles. For example, the distinction I
have made between Helper and Libradan/Secretary is at the level of role. In human

terms these two roles are usually embodied in one and the same enthusiastic but
over-worked language teacher. Similarly, a teacher who installs a piece of equip-

l.
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ment "becomes" a technician and a technician who helps a leamer find arì elusive

document in the catalogue "becomes" a HelPer.

2.There is no "best" self-access scheme.

By this I mean that there is no one, ideal self-access system suitable for each and

every situation. Leamels vary, both as individuals and in groups, in their objectives'

needs, motivations ald leaming styles. Institutions vary in their reqÙfuements and

resources. Practical afld pedagogical constralnts vary.

3. " Self-access" is not the same as " self-direction" .

Calling a system "self-access" no more guaxantees the freedom of the individual

than does calling a Republic "democratic". It is the political reality which counts

- who does what to whom and who takes the decisions. In a leaming programme,

the decisions concem:

objectives and needs

materials

study techniques

organisation (rhytbm and duration; times and places)

moûitoring and evaluation.

Depending on the situation (in particular, on practical and institutional constraints

anrl on the distribution of roles) each of these decisions may be taken either by the

teacher, or by the leamer or by leamer and teacher in collaboration ln othe ords'

self-direction and leamer centeredness ale matters of degree which are directly

related to who takes which decisions.

Persorially, I agree with those who say that a self-access systelh where none of

those decisions are taken by the leamer is "self-access" in nalne only' But it is a

name we are stuck with and the only realistic attitude is to take that situation as a

baseline, a "degtee-zero", even if the meaning of self-access is pedagogically

trivial in such cases i.e. Physical contact between leamel and materials'

(continued overleaf)
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The Roles of the Techn¡c¡an, Helpef, L¡brar¡an/Secretary and Learner in
a Self-Access System

The RoIe of the Technician
The main tasks of a technician responsible for a self-access system are usually the

insta[ation, development and maintenance of equipment, the ordering and stock-
ing of spare parts, stocking of materials and portable equipment, arid copying a¡d
reproduction.

L Installqtion
The technician's role in the installation of new equipment goes well beyond

screwing things to watls and plugging them in. S/he is also actively involved in the

selection and puchase of equipment. This process involves a dialectical discussion

between technical and pedagogical criteria in which it is the tecbnician's task to
advise on the suitability of new equipment from the point of view of price,
robustness, compatibility and proposed use. In installing a new item of equipment,

the technician will always aim at the freest degree of learer access that is

compatible with security.

2- Development

A technician in an open-access system is continuously involved in action-research

in educational technology, i.e. in using his/her expertise to devise appropriate

solutions to the problems experienced by leamers and by other members of staff.
For example, in a sound library where the Helper needed statistics about leamers'
use of the system, the technicians developed a computer programme for handling
the information on request-slips which saved the Helper two full days' work per

month.

3. Maintenance
Self-access systems tend to be the victims of their own success : the more they are

used, the more the pieces of equipment are likely to break down or wear out. The
technician's lraditional solution to the problem of wear-and-tear is to see thât
equipment is used as little as possible and then only by qualified personnel (i.e. his/
herself). In an open-access system, this is, by definition, impossible; the technician
therefore accepts wear-and-tear as a necessary evil which does not reflect on his/
her expertise. At the same time, s/he.will do everything possible to minimise these
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problems by providing haining, help a¡d advice in the proper use and manipulation

of equipment.

4. Copying
The copying and reproduction of materials is a vexed question in some institutions,

this is regarded as the technician's prerogative, whilst in others it is regarded as

below his dignity: which of these attitudes reigns seems to depend on tradition and

personalities rather than on any logical principles. lvhilst both attitudes lead to

bottlenecks in the supply of copies, the latter does at least leave open the possibility

of providing teachers and leamers wilh some sort of do-it-youßelf copying

facilities.

The Role of the the Helper
Some people object to the use of the term "HelPer" and it has to be admitted that

it is not a particularly Pretty one. But it is useful, since it underlines the nature of

a pedagogic role which does not involve teaching. The essence of the Helper's role

is that is consists of peIfolming acts which facilitate leaming' Other terms which

have been suggested in the last two decades or so include "Knower", "Facilitator"

and "Counsellor" ; common to them is an attompt to distinguish teaching fiom

leaming. Ifyou accept that teaching does not automatically make leaming happen'

that the two activities are not in a causal relationship, that leaming is something

done BY learners, not TO or FOR them, then you need a new label for someone

whose role is helping-toleam rather than teaching. Such a person will be willing

- indeed, it rÀ/ill be their main aim - to hand over to the leamer the responsibility for

his/her leaming. Where the leamer is not yet competent to exercise that resPonsi-

bility, the rote of this person will be to helP him acquire the necessary skills and

knowledge so that he can take the constitutive decisions ofbis leaming Programmer

and paficipate efficiently in the learning actvities.

Tbe tasks ofthe Helper in a self-access system ale therefole, didactic in natule'

They will include leamer-training; the selection, processing and production of

materials; research and develoPment and þrobably) liaising with the leamers'

main subject departments or emPloyer.

I . Learner-trainíng
Leamer-training means helping leamers leam how to leam' More sPecifrcally this

means helping them to:
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. identify their needs

. define the objectives

. select appropriate materials

. choose appropriate study techniques

. organizg themselves (when, where, how often, how long?)

. evaluate and monitor progress

This work may be carried out through face-to-face counselling, but it may also be

done through denonstntions, questionnaires and infomation handouts, and peer-
group exchanges. The role of Helper demands the linguistic and pedagogic skilts
necessary to carry out these tasks efficiently, but it also requires patience, tolerarice
and empathy. The Helper is aboye all able to distinguish between helping and
interfering. If the role is maieutic, Socratic, it is so in the sense that the Helper helps
the leamer frnd his own answels, not in the sense that he helps the leamer "to see

rhe lighr".

2. Selection, processÌng and production of materials
The Helper will select materials of use and interest to the leamers who use the self-
access system. The criteria for selection, therefore, will be directly related to the
leamers' needs and objectives as well as to their leaming techniques arìd styles
(ideally, this is a major area for research). Processing ard production of materials
will be necessa¡y when completely suitable materials are not otherwise available.
However, as this work (üanscription, questions, keys, suggested exercises, etc) is
very time-consuming, the Helper will also try to provide such things as lists of
sùggested activities vr'hich car be applied to almost any authentic document.
I-eamers will be helped to select, p¡ocess and produce documents themselves.

Materials may consist of sound and video recordings, written docùments,
slides, games, posters, realia. lvhatever the physical system employed for stocking
thesemate als, the Helper tries to ensure that in terms of accessibility, presentation

and classification, it is as "leamer friendly" as possible. This meâns that the material
should be as openly and easily available as is practical. It also means that a
professional librarian's method of classifying material will probably not be at all
suitable, since such systems rank precision and rapidity for the specialist above
clarity and simplicity for the user. If leamers ca¡lllot find what they want in the
system without appealing to a specialist for help, we can hardly talk about self-
access.
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One possible system of classification where the Helper takes the "pedagogic role"

of materials as a starting point is to classify materials as back-up documents,

pedagogical documents and authentic documents.

Back up documents a¡e an essential Part of learner-training. They

provide information on how to use the open-access syst-em, question-

naires for helping lear[ers analyse their needs and objectives, sugges-

tions and advica on str¡dy techniques, self-assessment sheets and wo¡ks

of refergnce sùch as dictionarios and grammars. The provision ofthese

docüments will b€ given priority by the Helper, not the least because

they take the heat off him/her to some extent, allowing him/her to gel

on with other aspects of the job.

Pedagogical documents consist of commercially published courses,

materials produced on tho spot, exercises and texts set by teachers, etc.

Helpers will mako sì¡¡e that they are on Publishers' mailing lists They

will also make a point of regularly encouraging individual teachers to

contribìrte their own productions, no matter how modest, to the collec-

tion.

Authentic documents are documents of any kind which were not

originally produced for the purpose of teaching a language.

The Helper's next tâsk will be to see that the existence and contents of these three

major categories will be "expressed" in the catalogue in such a way as to be

conceptionally accessible to the leamer. This is a major point and one that cal only

be dealt ' ith very briefly here. It comes down to saying that the categories and sub-

categories of the cataloguing system and the descriptions it contains should

correspond to the leâmers' metalinguistic categories and to their representations of
the languageJeaming process.

The catalogue will then help the leamer choose a¡d retrieve the right document.

The Helper will try to provide the necessary information which can be defined

under Îfuee broad headings : "contents", "linguistic features" and "technical

information".
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Contents

- for pedagogical documents : the aims of the producers ofthe materials, the level
of difficuþ, the skills dealt with, models, and the areas of la¡guage concentrated

on such as grammar, vocabulary, functions, intonation, style, etc.

- for authentic documents : a description of the communicative event (conversation,

lecture, radio drama) together with a summary of the plot, the themes, etc.

Ltngwstrc Íeatures
The Helper will indicate what the linguistic features are for all materials but they

are usually more relevant to authentic materials. For recorded sound or video
materials they will include indications as to whether the discourse is spontaneous

or not, accents and speeds of delivery, the number of paficipants and the fype of
interaction, any rclevant background information, the length and dâte of the
recording and the quality of the recording.

Technical information
Technical info¡mation means the information necessary for retrieving that docu-

ment which is intemal to the system. The most importânt technical information is

the code number ofthe document sought and details of accompanying material such
as hanscriptions, textbooks, newspaper articles, etc.

3. Research and deyelopment

It would not be possible to list all the topics for research within the general fields
of self-access and self-direction. Indeed almost eyerything the Helper does is

research in a real and immediate sense. Even the most practical of activities such
as producing a back-up document to help leamers who wa¡t to ask questions at t¡e
end of a lecture will go shooting off into motivation, discourse analysis, leaming
style and so on. Some of the topics we in the C.R.A.P.E.L (Cenhe de Reche¡ches

et d'Applications Pédagogiques en Langues). are looking for are : leamer-helper
discourse, self-direction in institutional settings and for large numbers of leamers,

cross-cultural variation in leaming style and attitudes, leamer-training materials

development including CAL (computer aided leaming), and needs of specific areas

of communicative competence such as written expression or listening comprehen-

sion. Even so, we are aÌvare that there are whole a¡eas that we are still neglecting.
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The Role of the Librarianlsecrctury
(What a pity the word documentalist does not exist in English.)

The tasks of the librarian include: the acquisition, exchange and accession of

materials, cataloguing, fanscribing and administration and finance.

1. Acquísition, exchange and accession

Materials can be bought, begged or borrowed. Where money is short, the librarian

is obviously obliged to concenhate on the two latter methods which can be

surprisingly fruitful. APa¡t ftom other educational institutions, it is worth contact-

ing mùlti-national corporations, intemational organisations, embassies and cul-

tural orgariisations (British Council, Goethe Institut, Alliance Française, etc)'

advertising agencies, tourist boalds, etc. This can involve a considerable amount

of wo¡k for the Libradan, since such requests need to be constantly renewed and

new contacts found. The Librarian will try, therefore, to set up exchanges where

possible. This has the added advantage of making it possible to request particular

kinds of materials.

2. Cataloguing
There are any number of cataloguing systems available. In choosing and irnple-

menting a system the Librarian will wo¡k in close collaboration with the HelPer.

The Librarian will make sure that the clea¡est possible indications are available

to the leamers as to how the cataloguing system works (diagrams on tlle wall,

magnified versions of filing cards, lists of categoúes, etc). It is also essential to

ensure that it is easy for leariels to replace materials exactly where they carne ftom'

3. Transcriptions

A coefficient of 8:1 is quite common for transcriPtion work; i.e. one hour's

recording takes I hours to transcribe. This means that transcriPtions lepresent a

major investment in terms of the Librarian's time.

The Role of the Learner

The role of the leamer in a self-access system is to leam to leam and to aPPly that

skill to the leaming of a language. Since it is uûealistic to imagine a situation where

leamers would spend, say, llìlee months "leaming to learn" before they got down

to studying the la¡guage, liese two leaming activities will be carried out simultâ-

neously,
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The tasks of thc leamer include: defining needs and objectives, selecting materials

and work techniques, organising and implementing the programme and evaluating

and monitoring progress. Ideally, help will be available in atl these areas, either

through direct contâct with the Helper, through back-up documents and materials

or through discussion and collaboration with other leamen. Progressively, the

leamer will take over responsibility for all the choices and decisions which make

up the leaming program.

l. Defining needs and objectives

The leamer will think about the situation in which he o¡ she will use the foreign

language and the uses to which it will be put. With the help of the Helper,

sirnulations, and authentic documents, etc it is possible to draw up a list of linguistic
objectives and to decide on priorities.

2. Selecting materials and work techniques

Once a (set of) linguistic objective(s) has been defined, the leamer will go about

selecting apprcpriate materials. Idealty, the self-access system will catalogue

materials under headings which correspond to the leamer's criteria for the descrip-

tion of his/her objectives such as "listening comprehension", "medical English", or
"with an American accent". Very often, though, these categories and criteria will
have to be teased oùt in convercation with the Heþor, tbfough the use of back-up
documents or through trial-and-error

The leamer will call on imagination or previous experience when it comes to
selecting appropdate work techniques. He or she will also try out techniques

suggested by the Helper or other leamers. The leamer's approach to the selection

ofboth materials and techniques will be eclectic, so ûre personal repertotes can be

compiled and enriched.

3. Organising and implementing the programme

The leamer will take the responsibility for deciding when, where, hovr' often and

how long to work.

4. Evaluatíng and monitoring progress

The leamer will esøblish criteria and techniques for evaluating progess. These

will vary according to personal needs, objectives, motivation, etc. They will not be

based on criteria extemal to his/her.leaming program and aims.
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What's What ¡n Language Learn¡ng Schemes

Here is a glossary of terms which crop up frequently in discussion on language-

leaming schemes where some kind of effort is made to focus on the leamet- Each

telm has been given a brief explanation which is not meant to be â hard-and-fast

definition since terms often overlap or are used with a number of different

meanings.

7. T e ach e r - c e nte r e dl le u'ner- c e nte r e d
The establishment of any programme of leaming involves a considerable number

of decisions - what, when, where and how to study, selection of materials and work

techniques, evalution, etc. When the majority of ûtese decision are taken by the

teacher (or institution) we talk about a "teachel-centered" approach. When leamers

are frce to take most decisions themselves, the aPPloach is "leamer-centered". An

approach is not necessarily I 00% æacher or learner centered Here is a simple grid

for assessing the degree of leamer-centeredness.

To leam
English
F¡ench

Wherc
'When

RlI}4hm
(how often)

Scheme

Materials

Study
techniques

Ne€ds

Objectives

Molriûoring
and evaluation

Duration
(how long?)
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In cases where teachers and leame¡s take a decision together, we talk about
negotiation (which may involve compromisqs). When â teacher tries to identify
.and take into account the leamer's opinions (needs, motivations, etc.) butnonethe-
less conserves the right to tåke decisions, we may use the term consultation (or
"leamer-centered teaching").

2. Indivi.dualísation (individualised leaming, individualized instruction) is, his-
torically at least, linked with programmed learning and based on a thoroughly
behaviouristicpsychology. As it is generally practised, it leaves yery little fteedom
of choice to the individual leamer. Rathq it is the teacher who tries to adapt his/her
methodology and materials to the leamer, like a doctor writing out a prescdption.
That is, the majority of the relevant decisions are mâde for the leamer, not by the
leamer. It is in fact individualized teaching: it aims at the most effrcient use of the
teacher and at the most effective resùlts, but in terms of vrhat the teacher wants the
leamer to achieve.

"Indiyidualism can be pursuod within a thoroughly totalitadan f¡ame-
work." (John TRIM, 1976)

Many observers now prefer to ayoid this telm altogether because ofits increasing

vagueness. In thet UNESCO repol "Etude critique des moddités d'apprentissage
autonome (autodidaxie et semi-autonomie)" (1978), Chaix and O'Neill found itto
be used so variously as to be almost meaningless, an opinion shared by Dickinson
(1982), Holec (1980). and many others. On the other hand, sorne writers such as

Geddþs and Stufridge (1982) prefer to continue to use "individualisation" as an

umbrella te¡m for all those approaches which aim to take into account the specific
nature of each l€amer, whether teacher-centered or leamer-centered.

3. Autonom! is the capactity to initiate and successfully manage one's own
leaming progrârnme. To do this, one needs to be both competent to take and fully
responsible for all decisions involved in the planning and implementation of that
programme. This means that recourse to extemal or institutional âid must be the

result ofa deliberate and informed choice. An autonomous leamer is someonewho
has leamt how to leam. S/he is capable of identifoing his/her needs, defining
personal aims andobjectives, obtaining his/her own materials and selecting his/her

own work-lechnioues.
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Since relatively few lalguage leamers ate autonomous, they usually have to go

through a period of semi-autonomy during which they receive a certain amount of

institutional or extemal help. But, by definition, this helP must take the form of
helping the leamer to leam how to learn. While leaming the language, they are also

leaming how to identify their needs and so on. That is, they will be leaming how

to direct tleir own leaming programme. This process may take many different

forms, just as physical fitness may be acquired by playing one of a large number

of different sports.

One ofthe most common forms of acquiring autonomy is though a process of
self-directed leaming.

4. Se$-ilirecteil learnùtg is the process by which I earners construct and implement

their own leaming programme in cases where they leject prefabricated and

institutional materials and courses.

Self-di¡ection is only one of the options available to the autonomous leamer. All
fully self-directed leamers are autonomous, but not all autonomous leamers are

self-directed. If, after consideration, an autonomoùs leamer decides that a particù-

lar course or textbook does correspond to his/Ïer needs, aims, etc., then the decision

to follow that coulse or work through that book is a real choice and s/he is exercisi ng

his/her autonomy. Autonomy is a cåpâcity, being able to do things such as to

evaluate a couße offeted by an instilution a¡d to decide whether or not it is what

you are looking for. Self-di¡ected leaming is a process, one ofthe ways in which

an al¡tonomous leamer might go about meeting her objectives.

Self-directed leaming may take Place within an institutional framework. Such

"self-directed leaming schemes" vary greatty as regards material organisation and

degree of leamer freedom, but they all involve leame¡ access to the instihltion's

materials and equipment a¡d some kind of counseìling service.

The decision to undertake a programme of self-directed leaming can only be

rnade and successfully implemented by a leamer who Possesses the necessary

knowledge and skills, or at least knows where and how to acquire them. This means

that there will be periods of leamer training or preparation during which a leamer

may willingly suspend control over a decision in order to increase his/her range of
leaming choices, skills, etc. For example, a leamer may try out a new study

technique \ hich has been suggested by a friend or teacher. Even when we are

concentrating on leaming to leam, we have to leam to learn something, we carmot

do it in the absÍact.
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5. Independent stud! and dista.nce-teaching

Basically, these expressions provide geographical rather than pedagogical infor-
mation. They tell us simply that the leamer and the teacher are not physically in the

same place when the work is being done. but they tell us nothing further about the

relationships between them, nor about the nature of the work. In practice, such

leaming programmes tend to be very rigidly controlled by the teaching institution.

Whether we are talking about traditional school homework, or correspondence

cou¡ses or TV and radio educational braodcasts, the leamer tends to have little say

in the planning of the programme. S/he is one of a large number of people who are

set identical tasks. The physical absence of the teacher is usually compensated for
by detailed written or recorded insaucûons.

Confusingly, such schemes a¡e often described as "highly individualised" and

in the sense that each leamer rnay be attended to individually and may receive

individual instructions a¡d evalùation, this claim is true. Nonetheless, they still
remain compleùely teacher-centered, since it is the teacher who økes all the

relevant decisions.

6. Autadidaxy
The emphasis here is on the fact that the leamer is self-taught, that no teacher or

institution intervenes. The leamer becomes his/her own teacher but this may mean

that the leamer simple forces him/herself to work as a teacher would have done

without adapting the program in any way to meet personal objectives, i.e. without
leaming to learn. Autodidacts are not necessarily autonomous or self-directed.

7. SelJ-access schem¿s are characterised by the fact that study materials a¡e made

directly available to leamers, the teacher no longer acting as an intermediary or
filter:

Written materials

Recorded materials

A/V courses

Language Laboratory
Library
elc

4 (teacher) -¡ læamer
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Atthough self-access is probably a necessary condition for most forms of self-

directed and leamer-centers work, it is by no means a sufficient one. Self-access

schemes can be highly directive as a result of the selection and nature of the

materials i¡ question. Moreover, all the other decisions involved in the leaming

programme may still be taken by the teacher or the institution. some form ofleamer-

training has to be built into an self-access system which aims at increasing the

degree of self-direction or autonomy of its users.
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